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The cross sections and inclusive spectra for t quarks in pp
collisions at Ve=6 TeV (in the UNK oollider operational mode) have
been calculated as well as different klnematio characteristics of
the t-deoay products. It is shown that at identloal integrated
luminosity the region of the maximum t quark masses that can be
reaohed at the UNK oollider is considerably beyond the t quark
mass limit for the Tevatron (75О-8ОО GeV for UNK and 4ОО-45О GeV
for the Tevatron). The role of some background processes w.r.t.
the t quark production has also been treated.

Аннотация

Киселев В.В. и др. Рождение t-кварков при энергиях УНК-коллайдера.
Общие характеристики: Препринт ИФВЭ 89-218. - Протвино 1989. -
19 с , 8 рис., 3 табл., библиогр.: 9.

В работе вычислены Сечения и инклюзивные спектры t-кварков в

рр-столкновениях при -/5=6 ТеВ (в режиме УНК-коллайдера), а также
различные кинематические характеристики продуктов распада t. Пока-
зано, что при одинаковой интегральной светимости область
максимально достижимых масс t-кварков на УНК-коллайдере
значительно превышает предел масс t, достижимы* на Твватроне (750-
-800 ГвВ для УНК и 400-450 ГеВ на Твватроне). Рассмотрена роль
некоторых фоновых процессов к реакции рождения t-кварков.

Институт физжки высоких энергий, 1969.



INTRODUCTION

Search, for new heavy t quark, as well as the search for Higgs

boson, is one of the most Important problems of the Standard

Model in high, energy physics.

The t quark enters quite naturally the scheme of three

generations, and the measurement of the t mass and the

parameters of t quark weak decay (of the K-M matrix element V..
i tb

% in particular) will allow one, for instance, to shed indirectly
: light on the problem of the existence of 4-th generation.

At present there exist experimental limitations for the

t-quark mass from below (mt^77 GeV [ 1 ]) and theoretical upper

ones obtained under assumption on three generations and using

the data on Bc meson oscillations (mt$180 GeV [2]).
At the future UNK collider it will be interesting to study

i
j the t mass region above 100 GeV, since the t quark with lower

'. mass may be observed at the Tevatron [3].

j In the present work we have calculated the cross sections and

. Inclusive spectra for t quarks in pp collisions at Vs=6TeV (In

the UNK collider operational mode), as well as different

kinematic characteristics of the t decay products. We have also

considered the role of some background prooesses to the t quark



production. At the energies we speak about, the main

contribution to the t quark production Is made by eluon-gluon

Interactions, therefore the results obtained are also mainly

applicable to pp interactions at the same energies.

The paper is organized as follows. Total cross sections for t

quark production have been calculated in Section 1 alongside

with the estimated of the possible upper limits for t quark

masses for the UNK collider. Section 2 is conoerned with the

oaloulations of the t quark inclusive spectra and its decay

produots. The role of some background processes w.r.t. t quark

production is considered in Section 3.

1.TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS FOR t QUARK PRODUCTION

Heavy quark production in hadron collisions gets its natural

explanation in the framework of the Standard Model (SM) (QCB

with an electroweak theory). In SM t quark production in the

lower order of the perturbative theory is described by the

following subprooesses (see Pig.1):

da)
QCD.

qq •- ttj (1b)

Ш *• tti

iq •• *tJ

tb "J

tt J

qq •• W *- tb | ,
2
 .

e-W.
qq •> Z • tt J

 ( 2 b )

In the framework of the parton model heavy quark production

oross section has the form

_ (1) p (2)
 p

aC^hg*- QX) = 2 / d x ^ g ^ (x,^*) t
i
 (.х^.ОГ) a(iJ*QX) (2)

1.3

where summation is carried out over all the types of partons

(quarks and gluons). participating in the subprooesses of heavy
p

quark production (1-2); f.(x.Q ) is the distribution function of

the i parton in the corresponding hadron; x is the hadron
g

momentum fraotlon oarried by parton; Q is a characteristic

evolution soale; cr(ij •• OX) is the oross seotion of the

subprooess ij •• QX.

The cross section for elementary subprocesses was calculated

many times [4]. In the framework of the eleetroweak theory the t



quark production may also be described by the subprocesses with

W boson exchange In t channel ( the relevant diagrams are

presented In Fig.2). However for t quarks the contribution from

these subprocesses In the mass range up to 500 GeV Is negligibly

small, as compared to processes (1) and (2). Moreover at m.>

90 GeV one may neglect the contribution from subprocess

(2),contrary to (1). This is the reason why we shall confine

ourselves with the consideration of gluon and quark annihilation

processes.

The consideration of the higher in a corrections of the

perturbative QCD is vex"y important for t quark production. This

problem was treated In ref.[S]. Contrary to (1) the aooount of

the third order In a of the perturbative theory entails some
8

qualitative differences in the tt system mass spectrum, however

it does not influence greatly the total orose seotion of t quark

production, their - rapidity and transverse momentum

distributions.

More significant uncertainties in estimating the t quark

production oross sections arise from different parametrizations

of the structure functions as well as from the theoretical
p

ambiguity in choosing the evolution parameter Q . though the

oross sections of physioal processes should not depend on the

choice of this parameter.

Gluon annihilation (subprocess (1a)) is known to be one of

the main souroes of heavy quark production at m. >m. Contrary to

the quark distributions the gluon ones are not measured

directly. The parametrization of gluon distributions may be

obtained by solving corresponding equations [6]. At present

there exist some widely used parametrizations of the structure

funotlons for quarks and gluons [7] which allow one to obtain

the f.(x.Q ) extrapolation in a sufficiently wide interval of x

and Q . The solutions of the corresponding evolution equations

are known to bring us to even large uncertainties at very small
(3 — A. \

x<10 . However In the oase of t quark production with the

mass m.^90 GeV at the UNK collider energies (Vs=6 TeV) we do not
X

enter this dangerous region of x (at m.^90 GeV and VI = б TeV
-2 -2

x J-^10 ). And in the region of 10 ^x^1 the uncertainties



arising from the solution of the equations for f.(x,Q ) are not

yet large and the difference In parametrize*ions for f.(x,Q )

dees not introduce a very large error into the estimate of the

t-quark yields.

As an example we present in Fig.3 t quark production cross
2

sections calculated with formula (3) and different f.(x,Q )
2

parametrlzations [7] as well as with different sets of Q . As is

from Fig.3 the obtained oross seotion for t quark

production differ not more than twice (see also Table 1), which

makes our estimates quite definite.

Table 1

The t-quark production oross seotion in pp collisions at Vs=6
TeV, calculated at two values for the evolution parameters
Q*= s and Q

a
= m^ and for different sets of the structure

functions [7]. The cross sections are in pb, t-quark mass in GeV

m
t
.GeV

100
150
2OO
300
500

[7o]

1070.0
156. о
38.7

5.2
0.4

Q
2
 = s

[7a]

1787.0
251 .0
57.8
6.4
0.35

[7b]

1691.0
237.0
54.4

6.0
0.3

Q

[7o]

1643.0
239.0
58.7

7.Э
0.56

2
 = m

2

t

7[a]

2844.0
404.6
92.9
10.1
0.5

7[b]

2701.0
383.7
88.1
9.5
0.5

To estimate the possible upper limit for the t quark mass

that can be reached at the UNK collider we assume that:

a) at least 10 events are needed to observe t;

b) the probability of the semlleptonio deoay of t quark is

10% (for e, (J. or x);

c) final partioles are detected in the whole phase space

(below we shall oonsider more realistio conditions for t-quark

detection);

d) the deteotion efficiency of final partioles is 100%.

Table 2 presents the possible upper limits for the t quark

mass at different values for the integrated luminosity L_.

L
Q
 = bdt.

all the assumptions above being taken into consideration.
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Pig. 1. Diagrams describing t-quark production in th« Stan-
dard Model in the lo*er order of perturbation theory.
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Fig. 2. The t-quark produotion with W-boeon exchange in the
t-channel.
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As it follows from Table 2 the largest value for m. may be

achieved In the search for t quarks In pure hadronlc deoay

modes. However the possible QCD background
 m
ay be so large, that

the search for t quarks In pure hadronlc decay modes will become

rather problematic.

The search for t quarks In the following final states: t»lvb,

t-> qqb seems to be more realistic and Is being widely discussed

in literature [3]. In this case we may have a possibility to

observe t with the mass from 200 GeV (Ь_=1 pb~ ) up to 750

GeV (b_=1000 pb~ ). Considerably smaller masses of t quarks

(approximately 1.5 times) may be achieved in the search for t

quarks by two prompt leptons. And In this case as well one may

get m.=500 GeV at the UNK collider with integrated luminosity
-1

being 1000 pb . The Indicated upper limits for the t mass are

considerably beyond the capabilities of the Tevatron (see Table

2 ) , all these make the search for t quark and the study of its

properties at the UNK oollider very promising.

Table 2

The upper limits for the achievable t-quark masses (UNK:Vs=6TeV

and FNAX: Vi=1 .8 TeV), L -Integrated luminosity (in pb~ );

hh, ih (...) are t-quark decay modes.

L nb

1
10

100
1000

1
10

100
1000

hh

230
365
560
830

140
230
350
450

"ih

200
330
510
780

130
200
300
400

11

140
220
350
55C

85
136
200
300

120
190
300
470

75
11S
180
270

|Л|л(ее)

100 "]
170
260
420 J

• UWlv

70 I
100 I _,„.,
150 j
220 j

Unfortunately the reality usually looks much worse than the

ideal estimates. The search and selection of the signal from the

t quark production will greatly be oomplioated by the detection

of the decay products not In the whole phase space and because

of background processes. In order to be able to estimate real

possibilities one should carry out investigations with acoount



of the parameters of a real facility. We shall only impose

kinematic limitations on the final particle momentum . which to

a certain extent will simulate the real situation.

2. INCLUSIVE SPECTRA. OF t QUARK AND DECAY PRODUCTS

Pig.4 presents the inclusive differential spectra of t quarks

in pp collisions at V's=6 TeV at three values for t quark mass:

m. = 100, 150 and 200 GeV. Some characteristic average values

such as <P+.>i <пц. >....) for different quark masses (
m
+=

100.150. 200 GeV) are listed in Table 3.

The characteristics of the decay products are of a great

importance for the estimation of the possibilities to observe

t-quarks. The production of such particle follows the following

soheme:

t > T(tq) > W*B(bq) *• lv(qq) B(bq). (4)

The t quark hadronization (t*-T(tq)) is described with the

fragmentation function D.(z). However beoause of a very larjje

mass of t quark a very good approximation of D+(z) will be the

в-funotion

D
t
(z) = 8(1 - z). (5)

The T meson weak decay will be described here in the framework

of the spectator model [8], i.e.

T(tq) • w t • lv(qq)b. (6)
weak

Such an approximation is Justified in our case because at

mJ& 120 GeV, we are interested in, the time of the weak decay

becomes less than that for its hadronization time [S]

x
had

 >
 ^weak'

where ^
had
=1/(200 MeV); ̂

w e a k
= 1/(600MeV) (at m

t
 = 120 GeV).

Hence, It seems more probable that t quark deoays before it

manages to hadronize into T meson. Therefore in our further

calculations we describe the hadronization process with a

subsequent t quark decay in the following way

t(p
t
) * l(p

x
) v(p

y
) b(p

b
),

here in brackets we give the particle momenta ( similar for the

t > qqb decay). The expression for the decay probability has the

form [8]
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dT = С-

44 - P
T
 "

s
v
 s
;

(7)

where Г„ = 2.6 GeV and ^ = 81.2 GeV are the total width and

mass of W boson [9].

In what follows we shall stick to the consideration of the

semlleptonlo deoays of t quark and a pure hadronio decay of

antiquark t (or vice versa).

pp >

i.e. the reaotions with a final state

p p * - Z v b b q q Z
In this case we assume summation over electrons and muons that

leads to the decay of the tt pair 'into the indicated

final state with the probability

Br(t t * - l v b b q q ) = О.28 (9)

at Br(t-»e (|i. . г ) v b ) =0.1.

The differential distributions

calculated with formulae С 3)

m.=100(150.200) GeV, are presented in

of the decay products

and (7) at Vs=6 TeV and

Pig.5. Some average

values of kinematio characteristics for the decay produots at

m.=100, 150, 200 GeV are given In Table 3.

Table 3

Average t-quark kinematic characteristics and those for

leptons from t deoays and from background processes

(pp collisions, Vi=6 TeV).

m.. GeV

100
150
2OO

1
1
0

Background

1 V J

«У

.1

.0

.9

t- quark

<Pt>

66
97
123

. GeV

.5

.0

.0

m
tt
300
430
546

1
1
1

1

1

«У

.5

.1

.16

.9

.4

bep'ton

<P
t
>. GeV

46
50
56

34
38

10
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3. ESTIMATES OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS
FROlf SOME BACKGROUND PROCESSES

The main background processes to reaction (8) are W boson

production processes ( with a subsequent decay along the Zv

channel) aooompanied by hard QCD Jets ( see Fie.6), i.e.

(1O)

(11)

It is natural that in order to reproduce quite precisely the

conditions necessary to observe t quarks in a real facility one

should use programs of numerical simulation of the events of the

ISA JET. EUROJET, PITHTA, etc type. At the same time for our

estimates we can restriot ourselves with the calculations at the

parton level; i.e., we do not consider the hadronization of the

partons (quarks or gluons) produoed, but oall them " Jets". The

following outs were used in our calculations of the oross

section

|pt±l£ 10 GeV.

As we oonslder massless partons, so

q

q

g

q

q *

g *

g *

g *

• w*

• w *

> w *

g

q

q

q

-

' <v a
s

q

g

2
' A* Ob

3

lpt±|s Et±£ 10 GeVj (12b)

where ц. is the transverse momentum of final
ц.

i quarks ox- gluons);

i 2)IAR
1;J
I> 1. ' (12c)

; where

where r\ = -ln(tg (в/2)), ф and 6 are azlmuthal and polar angles

of final quark or gluon emission in the pp system ( the z axis

coincides with the direotion of the momentum p).

Note once more the following. As we treated the final quarks

and gluons as "Jets", then the adopted klnematical cuts are
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Pig. 6* Diagrams describing ths production of virtual W boson
accompanied by hard QGD j»te.
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related to the Jets. We do not consider any cuts of Internal

Jet structure (Jet shape, invariant mass and so long).

As an example we shall consider two background subprocesses

q q •• W*g *• I v в (= 1 J ).

g g *• W*q q *• Z v q q (=2J).

At Vs=6 TeV the total cross sections for these processes in

pp in the region of |P
t
J| ̂  10 GeV and |AK| ̂  1 are equal to

CT(1J) = 2000 pb.

CT(2J) = 330 pb.

As is seen from these estimates it is hopeless to lock for

t quarks in the events of the type

lepton (Z) + missed energy (v) + one Jet (J) (14)

since the background from process (103 greatly exceeds the

signal from the t quark production. At the same time the cross

seotion for process (11) is comparable with that of t quark

production. So as to clarify the possibilities to observe t

quarks in the events of the type

lepton (Z) + missing energy lv) + two Jets (JJ) (15)

one should consider the conditions under which reaction (8) can

be observed in the mentioned topology (I v J J). Appendix gives a

detailed description of the transition from reaction (8) to

final states (14) or (15).

Different distributions for the events with the

topology (Z v J J) are presented in Pig.7. As is seen not a

single distribution shows an transparent signal from t quark

production. This result agrees with the analysis of the t quark

.• production at the Tevatron [3].

| Consequently, to select a signal from t-quarks it is

•i
1
 necessary either to introduce new variables where one oan

• select the signal from t against background for final state (15)

j or to study the events with the final state of the type

li

lepton (Z) t missing energy (v) + 3(4) Jets (16)

We plan to consider in detail the problem of seleoting

t quarks against the background in our future papers.

H
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CONCLUSIONS

We have considered the t quark production process at the UNK

collider. At Identical Integrated luminosity the region of the t

quark masses that oan be reached at the UNK collider Is

aignlfioantly higher than the t mass limit for the Tevatron

(750-800 GeV for the UNK and 400-450 GeV for the Tevatron).

We have calculated the Inclusive differential spectra for

t-quarks and decay products (lepton. jets). The estimations

obtained show that search of the t-quarks by the traditional

ways (lepton and jet energy distributions, distribution of

invariant mass for the system: lepton, one or two jets and

missing energy) in the final states of suoh system do not allow

to distinguish a t-quark signal from the QCD background. To

single out a t-quark signal it is obviously neoessary to

investigate the final states of the system: lepton, three or

more jets and missing energy . Note, the use of Information

about the Internal jet structure (jet mass, charge particle

multiplicity distribution, etc.)will possibly lead to

significance suppression of the QCD background.
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Appendix

The procedure of transition from reaction (8), containing

four jets, to the events with a legs number of Jets oonsists in

two stages:

A. Jet "fusion";

B. Rejection of the jets which do not satisfy the kinematioal

outs. A. Here we shall desoribe the jet "fusion" prooedure.

Consider an event, where N jets (partons) were produoed. Let the

"distance" between the jets i and J be determined by Д1Ц.. (13).

Assume the Jets i and к be distinguished under condition that

We have considered three algorithms of the jet "fusion".

1 . a) Two' jets 1 and k, with the least ( AR.. ) . are

IK mxn

chosen from the N Jets.

b) If (&R) o—^cy then these two jets merge into one new

Jet with 4-momentum p'=Pj+Pj.

o) In the new set of Jets, consisting of (N-1 ) Jets

(i.e. one "new". Jet with the momentum p' and (N-2) "old" ones)

the whole prooedure is repeated starting from a).

d)Suoh a "merging" procedure goes on until (AR)^.,^ beoomee

larger than R
o
. then it is oompleted.

1?
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II. a) The N Jets are ordered In energy ( remember that we

work In the c.m.s. of pp and the z-axis is determined by the

direction of the p momentum).

b) We choose the jet J with largest energy and then

deal with the remaining Jets (aooording to the decreasing

energy) urj+.il the moment we find a jet k, which is at a

distance URJT. -£rom the Jet J, less than R

o) These two Jets "merge" into one new Jet with

4-momentum p'=p4+pv.

d) If no Jet is found, whose "dlstanoe" ДВ to the Jet J

Is less than R , then the Jet J is assigned to the final set of

selected jets. The remaining jets (without J) make up a new set

and the procedure is repeated starting from point a).

III. Among the N Jets we single out the groups, inside

which for eaoh jet one oan find at least one jet, which will be

at a distance of &R<R from one or more Jets In the given group,

in this case the distance between any Jets from different groups

Is larger than R . It is not obligatory that the distance

between all the jets inside the group should be less than R .

For instance the group consists of 4 Jets with the numbers

• 1.2,4 and 6. Then the distances may be &R
4O
<R , AR

oe
< R ,

-•. 1 с О со О

I AR.,<R , and at the same time <4R
4
 .>R

n
, UR«,>R-..

I 4(> О I 4 (J I о U

if В. After the Jet "fusion" we choose the jets from the newly

1 produoed group whose E.>B.o.

• As an example Fig.8 presents the production cross seotions

for the events with the final state {I v Is. (jet)}, k=0,1,2,3.4

\ for the events obtained from reaction (8) under the out E.^10

, GeV depending on R . As is seen both algorithms I and II bring

us praotioally to the ooinoidlng results, and In algorithm III

i the Jet "fusion" starts at considerably smaller R . Under good

; resolution of the Jets (R <1) in reaction (8) t quark production

.' will mainly lead to the production 7 v aooompanied by 3 or 4

Jets. If the resolution is worse (R >2) in reaotion (8) the I v

I production will be aooompanied by 2 Jets.

Reoeived November 20, 1989
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